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Introd uction

If you ever need to demons trate how powerful online marketing is to
someone who isn’t techni cally minded, you can prove it in a single
word: hashtag. Even for people who don’t use Twitter or Instagram,
hashtags have become unavoi dable parts of modern culture. They’re
standard branding tools in everything from fast food commer cials to
music videos, condensing a marketable idea or emotion into a
simple, shareable concept.
A hashtag is simply a means to organize and advertise an idea. The
more appealing the idea, the more likely the hashtag is to be shared.
With a little insight into how hashtags work, you can greatly increase
the odds that your social media campaigns on hashta g-f riendly
platforms will actually see real-world results in conver sions.

Credit: http:/ /bl og.s um all.co m/j our nal /au tho r/p ete rborden

Rules 1-7

1. Inform ative hashtags are always better than abstract ones.
There’s a reason the #IceBu cke tCh allenge created a trending spike
for the ALS Associ ation, and #WTFF (what the french fry) failed for
Burger King. People won’t respond to hashtags they don’t unders ‐
tand.
2. Proofread with the mentality of a 12-yea r-o ld. It’s all too easy
for a seemingly innocent hashtag to become a puerile gag thanks to
lack of context or poorly combined words. The classic example of
this is the 2012 hashtag campaign to launch a new Susan Boyle
album using #susan alb ump arty. If it can be misread, it will be.
3. Have a backup plan if a hashtag goes bad. No one owns a
hashtag, and it’s all to easy for them to spin out of control as
marketing messages. It’s always good to test a hashtag before
heavily marketing it, and equally important to have an altern ative
campaign to use should your initial idea become co-opted. When
#Obama car eIs Working became overrun with ironic commen tary, for
instance, the team behind it let the go and switched to #ILike Oba ‐
macare.
4. Incorp orate hashtags into other channe ls. There’s a reason
that hashtags are popping up in everything from billboards ads to
song titles: It works. By incorp orating your hashtags into your tradit ‐
ional media and online campaigns, you’ll be able to brand the
hashtag’s core idea more clearly with your customers.
5. Don’t be afraid to contribute to a genuine trend. Hashtags often
arise organi cally, generated without any real agenda and gaining
traction simply because of relevance or novelty. Fun one-time
trending tags like #MySup erp ower, #MomTexts and #IUsed ToThink
can sometimes provide an opport unity for a marketing message and
a laugh, while contri buting messages of support to trending disast er- ‐
related hashtags can help followers see your company in a new light.

 

Rules 1-7 (cont)

6. Live tweet during big events. One of the most effective ways of
using hashtags is to live tweet from your brand or company Twitter
account during a shared cultural experi ence, using the event
hashtags. DiGiorno Pizza captured plenty of attention in 2013 when
it began live tweeting pizza- themed musical theater commentary
during the #TheSo und OfM usi cLive event. Elections, sports champi ‐
onships and other major media events are ideal for this technique.
7. Keep it short. The longer the hashtag, the more hassle it is to
use and follow. While there are except ions, the most effective
hashtags are composed of one or two very simple elements, such as
the event name and the year. Only on rare occasions will a trending
hashtag involve more than three or four short, simple words.

Rules 8-16

8. Don’t overdo them. You always want your audience to know
specif ically what ideas you’re trying to share with them. The more
hashtags you add into your content, the more diluted and confusing
your message becomes. As a rule of thumb, limit yourself to three
hashtags per tweet. “Excited about #Summe rVa cation” is a clear,
simple message, while “#Excited about #summer #vacation #2015!
#summe r2015” is not.
**9. Remember why hashtags exist.** It’s very easy to let the
logistics of hashtag marketing strategy become a distra ction.
Hashtags exist as a means of allowing otherwise unconn ected
comments to share a common element, allowing people who don’t
know each other to talk about the same thing together. The hashtag
itself isn’t the message, it’s a tool that allows other people to share
the message. If you are attempting to co-opt the trend without contri ‐
buting to the conver sation, people will notice.. 10. Monitor the
conver sat ion. Following hashtags is an extremely effective means
of keeping track of trends in your industry. By keeping track of the
conver sation, you can gain insight into what your compet ition is
doing, what the influe ncers are saying, and how customers are
reacting. This can inform your hashtag use, and help to shape your
social media strategy.
11. Use hashtags in senten ces. Twitter only allows 140 characters
per tweet, and each one has to count. “Having a great time at CES!
#CES2015” may be gramma tically correct, but it’s no more effective
than “Having a blast at #CES2015!” If you can use a hashtag in
place of a word without the sentence becoming confusing, do it.
12. Capitalize multi-word hashtags for clarity. The longer the
hashtag, the more likely the message is to be misread. A great
example of this going awry was the 2013 reaction to Margaret
Thatcher’s death, hashtagged #nowth atc her sdead. Some people
read this as #NowTh atC her sDead, prompting rumors that music icon
Cher had passed away.
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Rules 8-16 (cont)

13. Consis tency is key. Like all marketing efforts, hashtags often take
weeks or months before they finally begin to gain traction. By consis ‐
tently using the same hashtags to promote your message, and by favori ‐
ting, retweeting and otherwise encour aging your followers when they use
those tags, you’ll be able to build momentum.
14. No one owns a hashtag. By defini tion, hashtags can be created and
used by anyone. This means that even the most sincere hashtag is open
to being manipu lated by anyone at any time. If your hashtag does catch
on, you can expect sarcasm, trolling and even co-opting by your compet ‐
ition. To reduce this, consider using hashtags that are less likely to be
used out of context, such as acronyms.
15. Only use hashtags to ask a question if the answers are very
specif ic. Social media marketing campaigns with open-ended questions
have a tendency to crash and burn, and the more focused your hashtag
efforts the better. A good example of this is the campaign that launched
the Kevin Smith walrus -themed horror movie Tusk, which simply asked
#WalrusYes or #WalrusNo.
16. Avoid banned hashta gs. Although Twitter’s hashtag system
remains open, some hashta g-e nabled social media sites ban words with
potent ially offensive content. A poorly proofed hashtag can easily trip
these filters, resulting in content that doesn’t reach the audience. Some
sites, like Instagram, also filter out popular or generic hashtags like
#iphone and #popular, making it vital that you test to see if your content
is actually making it through the system.
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